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Communities come together
in Take it to the Hoop
Taylor hosts Special
Olympics basketball
tournament
Natalie Nohr
Contributor

The KSAC bustled with the energy
of 350 athletes and their families,
supported by approximately 150
Taylor student volunteers at Take
it to the Hoop, an annual Special

Olympics basketball tournament.
The tournament ran for over 13
hours, with the help of student
referees, team hosts, scorekeepers, timekeepers and skill session
volunteers.
Junior Macky Hecox volunteered
as a referee. “This is like my favorite day of the year, because I love
being able to do something that I
feel adequate at,” Hecox said. “It’s
fun being a part of something that
other people love.”
echo@taylor.edu
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One of the Wayne County Hoosiers athletes prepares for a game. “just
seeing them smile . . . I could have a bad day, and hang with them and
(then) it’s all good,” Wayne County Hoosiers co-coach Tommy Day said.
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“I just feel like it’s such a great experience for Ann to be a part of something
athletic, active and positive socially where she is unconditionally accepted,”
Karin Ulerick, Ann’s mother, said. “It is so wonderful for the kids, and I
appreciate all the volunteers and the work it takes to make it happen.”
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Juniors Rachael Fuller and Adam Witzig, Special Olympics co-directors at
Taylor, take a break with two Grant County athletes. “I love being able to
provide an opportunity for Taylor students to volunteer and . . . connect with
people outside of Taylor who have diverse perspectives and have a really
beautiful outlook on life and on loving people,” Fuller said. “The athletes and
their families, they truly do love people so well, and you’re automatically their
best friend, and I love giving Taylor students the opportunity to see that.”
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“My favorite part is seeing the volunteers and the athletes interact,” junior Adam
Witzig, Special Olympics co-director at Taylor, said. “You can love people in
different ways, even if that’s just a smile . . . It’s shown me how big God is.”

Contributor

On Wednesday, Feb. 1, David Anderson, associate professor of marketing, did not show up for his first day
of class. Despite being scheduled before the semester began, all of Anderson’s spring classes have since
been removed from the course registration list. Students enrolled in his

marketing courses are now required
to earn the credits in alternative ways.
Cole Hession, junior marketing major, was waiting for international marketing to begin when Jody Hirschy,
business department chair and professor of marketing, and Nancy Gillespie, business department assistant,
walked into the classroom to inform
the students that Anderson would no
longer be teaching the class.
“They didn’t tell us one way or the other what exactly was happening,” Hession
said. “Then they told us we could either
take the online version of the class or
that we could enroll in another one.”
According to Carrie Meyer, director

of online learning and instructional
technology, transitioning students from
Anderson’s physical marketing classes
to the online versions has been smooth.
“Jody Hirschy met with the students

“This shift to an online class
requires a higher degree of
organization and responsibility
from each of us as students”
to talk through course options, and
almost all affected students chose to
take the course online,” Meyer said.
Katy Hobbs, marketing and development specialist, is teaching at least

one of Anderson’s courses—principles of marketing—online. There are
26 business courses offered online
through Taylor, seven of which are
related to marketing.
Currently, 46 on-campus students
are enrolled in principles of marketing online. On-campus students who
want to take an online course during
the school year need approval from
both the registrar’s office and their
advisor. Online courses usually cost
$400 per credit hour, but with proper
permission, an online course can be
included in tuition. The fee has been
waived for students affected by Anderson’s departure.
Students now must adapt to a new
class format. Rachel Bouma, junior

Professor continues on page 2
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It’s pronounced “Mecca”
MECA cabinet to
inform campus about
the Middle East
Becca Robb

Co-Editor in Chief

Students met Monday to revive the
Middle Eastern Collegiate Association (MECA), a cabinet striving to engage with Middle Eastern culture,
politics and religion.
MECA hopes to host local Muslims at panel discussions and give
students a chance to pose questions. About a dozen cabinet members gathered upstairs in the Campus
Center. They discussed organizing a
campus fundraising event and cooking Middle-Eastern food to support
mission organizations working with
Middle-Easterners. Other potential
events include hosting documentary

Professor
continued from page 1
business management major, was
scheduled to take principles of marketing with Anderson this semester. She
is now enrolled in the online version.
“I have never taken an online class
before, so I guess adapting to a new
class style could be a little challenging,” Bouma said. “But overall, I appreciate the opportunity to work at
my own pace.”
Other students, such as junior Ellie Perkins, had some concerns. “This
shift to an online class requires a higher degree of organization and responsibility from each of us as students,”

“(Christians’) core message should be Jesus, but instead
it’s democracy and free enterprise—Western ideas—
not Jesus.”
It’s pronounced “Mecca”

February 10, 2017

stereotypes are not right,’” Seo said.
By telling real stories and meeting real people, the Taylor community can find the opposite side of the
stereotypes they’re hearing, Sweeting said. Seo hopes people who have
negative associations with the Middle East will soften to at least a neutral connotation.
MECA aims to refine how the Taylor community talks about Mid-

“God is working in the
midst of all of this”
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(L to R) Seniors Savanna Sweeting and Yuna Seo. “The reason we believe stereotypes
is because we don’t know much about (the people),” MECA Co-Leader Seo said.

screenings, prayer meetings and campus debates.
MECA Co-Leaders and seniors Yuna
Seo and Savanna Sweeting said MECA
plans to share new information and
she said. “Overall, I think it will be a
great opportunity and challenge for
a new form of learning and personal development.”
Anderson had no statement to make
on the situation. Prior to his job at Taylor, he held teaching positions at Central Texas College for 18 months and at
Seattle Pacific University for 10 months.
His job at Taylor lasted 11 months.
Rhoda Sommers, dean of the school
of social sciences, education and business, Provost Jeff Moshier, Hirschy
and Gillespie also refused to confirm
or deny any information regarding
Anderson’s abrupt departure.
echo@taylor.edu

perspectives about the Middle East
with the campus.
“Our goal is to not necessarily to
change people’s minds, but to (make
people) think: ‘maybe my beliefs and

dle-Easterners and how they talk to
Middle-Easterners.
“(Christians’) core message should
be Jesus, but instead it’s democracy
and free enterprise—Western ideas—
not Jesus,” Seo said. “We should not
assume our culture is better than
(theirs).”
Sweeting said she hopes to better understand the context of Middle-Eastern conflicts and crises.
Kevin Diller, MECA faculty advisor,
said conflict in the Middle East is not
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Marketing classrooms will be unnecessary for students taking online courses.
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really new. What is new is how many
Americans are experiencing more
fear in general, especially about Muslim people.
Sophomore Abigail Roberts has
personal experience in the Middle East, though she isn’t a MECA
cabinet member. She moved to the
Middle East as a one-year-old and
has since lived in Jordan and Syria for about 15 years. Roberts hopes
that people’s views of Middle-Easterners will change, despite current situations.
“God is working in the midst of all
of this,” Roberts said. “It’s hard for us
to focus on that when we’re focusing
on all the violence.”
MECA is not a brand-new cabinet
but a resurrection of a cabinet that’s
laid dormant since 2014. Previously,
MECA hosted similar events to the
ones planned for this year, including a
panel with four Muslim women and a
debate on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, according to former MECA President Samantha Davis (Sweeting ’12).
echo@taylor.edu

Online versus traditional learning
According to a 2010 study from the
U.S. Department of Education, “On
average, students in online learning
conditions performed modestly better than those receiving face-to-face
instruction.”
A 2006 study from Merlot’s Journal of Online Learning and Teaching found similar results from their
survey of 217 students. Students taking online courses reported higher grades and higher quality classes
than students in classrooms. Quality
included usefulness of materials and
textbooks, time spent on courses and
overall course difficulty.

TRANSITION TO NURSING
BECOME A NURSE IN JUST 14 MONTHS

A CHANGING JOB MARKET.
A CHANGE IN INTERESTS.
A CHANGE IN PLANS.
A CHANGE IN MIND.
A CHANGE IN HEART.
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“I just hope that the audience has as much
fun watching the Chorale and Sounds
perform as we will (have) performing the
music,” Gamble said.
“Love Me Tender: A Tribute to Elvis”

December meth lab raid

TheEchoNews.com

Taylor officers assist
in Upland drug bust
Marian Douglas
Local Editor

Five Grant County residents were
arrested in connection to a methamphetamine lab discovered in a
downtown Upland apartment.
Grant County’s Joint Effort Against
Narcotics (J.E.A.N.) Team had been
investigating a ring of methamphetamine distributors in Upland. Multiple agencies assisted in making the
arrests, including members of the Upland police, state troopers and Taylor
University’s Campus Police.
Taylor University’s Deputy Chief of
Police Tim Enyeart and Officer Bob
Everling were the first to enter and secure the apartment.
“A lot of things happened at the same
time,” Enyeart said. This included Upland police pulling over a vehicle believed to be related to the drug bust.
“Before releasing that vehicle, (the
J.E.A.N. Team) wanted to serve the
search warrant and they were looking
for uniformed officers for that.”
Enyeart and Everling served Kori
Winger, the resident of the apartment, with a search warrant on Dec.
1. She and Todd Hamilton, also present at the apartment, were arrested
on charges related to the distribution
and production of meth.
Enyeart referred to this situation
as unique. “It’s quiet here on the
Taylor campus for the most part,” he
said. Taylor officers often assist local

agencies. “But it’s usually not serving a search warrant. That was the
first time I’ve done this off campus.”
According to a Chronicle-Tribune
article from Dec. 23, three more people—Joscelyn Bounds, James Funk and
Santana Kindle—were arrested by Upland officers from traffic stops enroute
to the apartment. Funk and Hamilton
have since been released. Bounds, Kindle and Winger face trial later this year.
All three violated parole with their involvement in this meth lab.
Members of the state police entered and removed all items related
to meth production from the apartment after the arrests were made.
According to a SEGway News article from Dec. 15, the apartment is
owned by a local family, who is now
responsible for deep cleaning the
apartment. The owners are working
to ensure the apartment is decontaminated from side effects of meth
production with the supervision of
the Health Department.
Detective Sergeant Josh Zigler of the
J.E.A.N. Team says that shutting down
this meth lab has removed a significant
danger from the Upland community.
“There is a high possibility of sudden
fires due to the volatile chemicals being used, as well as explosions,” he said.
“In addition, the clientele who frequent
these labs can often be dangerous.”
Zigler said it is important for community members to be able to recognize signs of drug abuse. The J.E.A.N.
Team uses tips provided by the community. They encourage anyone
who sees suspicious activities to call
765-664-0019.
echo@taylor.edu

The meth lab was discovered in downtown Upland.

Campus-crossed love
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whether it’s small, like something in
class, or big, like a huge event coming
up,” she said.
Along with periodic updates, the
couple makes sure they maintain a
schedule so they know what’s going on each other's life, despite the
seven-hour time difference. They
keep in contact by sharing meals
over Skype—she eats a quick lunch
around 1 p.m. while he gets dinner
around 8 p.m.
Another challenge of long-distance
relationships is knowing that each
partner is experiencing a completely
different environment than the other.
Hershberger and her boyfriend have
to be very open about everything in
their conversations so they feel involved in each other’s lives.

“If you really are going to work
out, you need to trust each
other,” Romeos said. “We
had to learn that at first.”

Long-distance comes with its share of struggles and successes, but it can work for couples willing to put in the work.

The rewards and struggles
of long-distance dating
Brianna Kudisch &
Megan Alms

Features Editor & Contributor

When two love-struck students are
torn apart by attending different
schools, it puts an end to a lot of
things. It’s the end of regular faceto-face conversations; it’s the end of
studying together, spending weeknights together and making your
friends the third wheel. But long-distance relationships can also begin a
new chapter: a strengthened relationship that can withstand all kinds

of setbacks.
Though couples struggle with living far away from a significant other, it doesn’t necessarily have to hurt
the relationship. Sophomore Kelley
Hershberger, a Taylor student with a
boyfriend who attends Purdue University, experiences both struggles
and successes of long-distance dating. Sophomore Joe Dickman and
senior Diana Romeos face similar situations—Dickman’s girlfriend goes to
school in Wisconsin and Romeos’s fiancé lives in Greece.
“I think it’s a good experience.
You’re able to grow individually and
as a couple,” Hershberger said. “You
learn to trust each other a lot more.”
She also said that a long-distance

relationship can show couples how
to release their partners to experience
life without them. Since long-distance couples can’t be together all
the time, they need to learn how to
appreciate their significant other’s
life independent of them. Hershberger advised other long-distance
couples to embrace the separation
through independence.
One daunting obstacle of a long-distance relationship is communication,
according to Dickman.
“Communication is essential,” he
said. Dickman’s girlfriend attends
Richland Center High School in
Wisconsin. “The better your communication, the stronger the long-distance relationship will be.” Since

Photo by Ruth Flores-Orellana

face-to-face conversation isn’t always
an option, long-distance couples find
more creative ways to communicate.
“(We mostly communicate) through
text, but I always make sure that I call
every two days,” Dickman said.
Hershberger schedules regular video
chat sessions with her boyfriend. “We
don’t text very much,” Hershberger said,
“but we FaceTime or call every day.”
After dating for four years, Romeos and her fiancé, 24-year-old Kostas
Tassos, became engaged this past January and are well-acquainted with
navigating a long-distance relationship. Romeos emphasized communicating the little details of her schedule
with her significant other. “I keep him
informed of what’s going on in my life,

According to Hershberger, the Taylor community can help relieve the
stress of separation. “The community
at Taylor is so supportive. It can provide a friend group to get connected
with when you can’t be with your best
friend,” Hershberger said.
Taylor’s community can help those
in long-distance relationships in a
practical way too. Dickman appreciated the small acts of kindness that
are common at Taylor: “They can ease
the problems inherent in a long-distance relationship,” Dickman said.
Romeos attributes the success of
her relationship to the trust she and
her fiancé share. “If you really are going to work out, you need to trust
each other,” Romeos said. “We had
to learn that at first.”
She and Tassos don’t believe their
long-distance relationship is easy, but
they do believe it’s worth all its ups
and downs. “It’s not worth it if you
don’t have an end goal to it . . . (but)
it’s really worth it if you give it time
and are patient, leaving out jealousy,”
said Romeos.
Through all of the setbacks and obstacles, all three students agreed that
long-distance relationships are feasible and even beneficial. Maintaining
a positive relationship when you can’t
see each other often can be an opportunity for growth rather than a means
of separation.
echo@taylor.edu
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Middle-earth

marathon
A place where
wizards and orcs can
come together
Luke Wildman
Opinions Editor
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Mary Newenhisen cosplays in chainmail to prepare for adventure.

Get ready, Taylor—later today, hobbits,
monsters and living myths will invade
your campus. Mayhem may ensue.
The Center for the Study of C.S.
Lewis and Friends is sponsoring a
“The Lord of the Rings” movie marathon tonight in Cornwall Theater.
“The Fellowship of the Ring” will
depart for Mordor at 6 p.m., and
the movies will run until whenever the king returns. It isn’t called a
“marathon” for nothing.
This won’t be a normal viewing
experience. The festivities include
snacks, Jumping Bean drinks, various activities and giveaways—including free T-shirts—and, perhaps
geekiest of all, a costume contest
in the break between the first and
second films. Even if you don’t attend, don’t be surprised to spot a
wizard on the sidewalks.
When asked about his goals for
the movie night, Joe Ricke, director
of the Center, said he hopes students
will enjoy themselves and gain interest in the other Lewis-related events

on campus. The intent, Ricke said, is
“to make more people aware of what
we do . . . but mostly just to have a
really, really fun event.”
Many students are daunted by the
prospect of cutting such a significant
a chunk of time from their Friday
night and early Saturday morning.
The total length of the theatrical
versions is slightly over nine hours.
“The Lord of the Rings” stories have
a passionate fan base. Over 150 students have already gotten tickets and
are faithfully committed to sitting
through the movies even if hordes
of Orcs lay siege to campus.
Senior Jessica Wise intends to
stay until the closing credits roll.
Wise said, “I think it’s a really cool
opportunity just to bring people together and just have a lot of fun and
sit with my friends and watch ‘Lord
of the Rings.’ Plus, it’s going to be
in a huge theater.”
The C.S. Lewis Center holds
many events throughout the year—
including tea times on Fridays at
four—but this is the first movie marathon.
“Back when I was in college, we
did movie marathons,” Ricke said.
“We’d have like a three-day movie
marathon of great films, or something like that. And I loved them.”

LEADERSHIP*﹢*ADVENTURE

The M.A. in Outdoor and Adventure Leadership
is the only master’s program that oﬀers truly
immersive leadership training. With courses in
marketing, finance, and hospitality, you will be
ready to develop the next generation of disciples
through camp ministry.

wheaton.edu/adventureleaders5

Ricke then speculated on whether the tradition will continue in the
future. He believes it is too early to
tell, but he would like to organize
it again in upcoming years.
If you don’t already have your
ticket, you can pick it up for free at
the front desk of Zondervan Library.
Only two tickets are allowed per
person, in order to keep the event
from being overcrowded. The Lewis Center invites you to join them.
They’ll be glad to have you with
them, there “at the end of all things.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“Suddenly, I didn’t quite fit into the role I’d
built for myself.”
Home away from home

February 10, 2017

Brecken’s B R E A K D O W N

Loving like fools
You don’t have to hate
the day about love
Brecken Mumford
Contributor

She’s a Professional Writing major
with sass and class. She hordes tea
in her closet and is obsessed with
her home state of Michigan. She can

sing every lyric of Hamilton, and her
words will soon be floating across
your mind with a new melody. Brecken Mumford is our new columnist for
this spring semester. In “Brecken’s
Breakdown,” she will be offering tidbits of advice and spinning the world
as you know it in her own special
Brecken-way. If you need advice or
want to hear from the Breck Master

herself, write-in to the Co-Editors at
chrysa_keenon@taylor.edu.

We are four days away from Valentine’s Day! Love, hearts, chocolate, roses, Cupid—the works—are
just around the corner. With this
in mind, I bet you know what I’m
going to talk about in this column.
That’s right—I’m going to talk

Photograph provided by pixabay.com

Enjoy the little things this Valentine’s Day.

Home away
from home

Photograph provided by xia wang (pixabay.com)

From cliffs to cornfields, you can never be prepared for change.

Readjusting after
study abroad
Kenzi Nevins
Contributor

Adjusting to campus after studying
abroad can be like jumping into the
freezing Irish Sea in October—it’s
worth it, but it takes courage. And although Taylor is one of the most welcoming communities I’ve ever been a
part of, coming back is still hard.
I spent two semesters in Ireland—
the first semesters of both freshman and junior year. Both times,
the transition back to campus required different, but equally important, skills.
As a freshman, arriving in Upland
at the beginning of J-term was scary,
but I wasn’t totally unprepared. My
cross-cultural training in Ireland
had taught me to navigate adjusting to another culture, and that’s
certainly what Taylor was to me at
first. I learned that if I locked myself in my room, I’d never readapt.
It was uncomfortable for a while,

about “Pride and Prejudice.”
Here’s the deal, Taylor. I really love “Pride and Prejudice.” A
lot. I’ve read it six times, and I’ve
seen the BBC 1995 mini-series more
times than I can count. I own the
CD of the music. I have several copies of the book. I have ornaments,
puzzles and even bandages (shoutout to my mom for indulging me).
I nearly cried when I visited Jane
Austen’s home in Chawton and saw
her grave.
I’m obsessed.

“Make space and time
in this crazy world to
savor and remember
the things you love.”
And before you say “This Brecken
chick is crazy!” or “Who likes ‘Pride
and Prejudice’ THAT much?” I have
a point.
Pride and Prejudice has had a
huge impact on my life despite it
being relatively insignificant thing.
Why? I’m not 100 percent sure, but
it’s a small idea with a big impact.
When I’m sad, when I’m happy,
when I’m flustered—it’s like comfort food, but a movie . . . with Colin Firth.
And, I bet you feel that way about
something, too. Whether it’s “Lord
of the Rings,” photography, cheesy
movies, sports, your significant
other, shopping or that really,
but I knew I had to find a tribe of
upperclassmen who could pull me
into the Taylor community. I found
that family in the theatre.
As a junior returning to Taylor after another semester away, I expected the transition to be easier—I was
wrong. I’d changed over the past
months. Suddenly, I didn’t quite
fit into the role I’d built for myself,
and it wasn’t as if life had remained
static here, either. My friends had
changed. The things I was a part
of had changed. New students had
come and others had left. It was sad
at times, but I was also incredibly
excited to be a part of something as
dynamic as the Taylor community. It
would be easier if everything stayed
the same, but wouldn’t it be a little
boring, too?
This semester I’ve discovered I
can’t count on relationships to remain healthy if I don’t put work
into them. This has caused me to
reevaluate what’s most important.
I’ve had to make a conscious effort
to retain some friendships and learn
to let others go. It’s been a hard but

Echograms #TaylorU
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really good-looking burger—I’m
sure there’s something or someone you love.
Now, I know it’s only Friday, and
Valentine’s Day is still many hours
away, and I’m sure some of you out
there don’t like Valentine’s Day.
That’s okay. But . . . .
Maybe this Valentine’s Day, you
could try something different.
Take that girl to coffee, write a
short story, bring that guy on your
pick-a-date, watch “Star Wars,”
read for fun, eat that piece of pie,
finish the puzzle. Make this Valentine’s Day about celebrating
your love for the little things, the
big things—the important things.
Make space and time in this crazy
world to savor and remember the
things you love. They’re more important than you know.
I know that I, for one, will be taking that time to remember the little
things in life and, of course, a little
bit of Jane Austen.
echo@taylor.edu
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beautiful journey. I’m grateful for
both the semesters I spent on campus and those I spent across the sea.
They’re different sides of the same
thing to me: home.
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Caleb Harlan @
 calebzharlan
Always good to start the day with
@iamconnorcscott bringing a tour
through your room while you’re
half naked. #tayloru

Emily Rose Little
Just attempted to dry a pile of
snow oﬀ of my head under the
hand dryer at work #tayloru
Lakota Hernandez @
 khernando15
“If Jay Kesler can swear then
so can I” -Professor Hernandez
#tayloru
Breanna Bartlett @
 College_EQ17
Is 7pm an acceptable bed time?
#tayloru #seniorities
Michael Snyder @slorzdevoi
In today’s episode of The
Bachelor, I walk into my class as
the only male of 9 students. Now
I know where the MRS degree
starts! #tayloru
Ǝvan Miyakawa @
 evanmiya
Nothing more motivating on the
ﬁrst day of spring semester than
observing the DC worker pep talk
before lunch. #PutMeInCoach
#tayloru
Jason Hiegel @
 Hiegel_Eagle
Don’t go to Taylor if you’re not
comfortable with guys opening
the door for other guys #TaylorU

@ellen.soko
So glad we could travel the world together. #lighthouse2k17 #tayloru

@michael_davisson: You need a little “spirit” to be a
champion sometimes. (Also shoutout to Manders for best
team co-host and Ziggy for all the work he put into this
event.) #takeittothehoop #specialolympics #tayloru

Jessica Wise @jay_dubbzzzz
When Dr. Ricke talks about
Harambe in class... #tayloru
#harambe #wow #stahp

“I just hope that the audience has as much
fun watching the Chorale and Sounds
perform as we will (have) performing the
music,” Gamble said.
“Love Me Tender: A Tribute to Elvis”
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Where there’s a will, there’s a way!
The Taylor Lyric
Theatre produced an
opera in a month
Hope Bolinger
Copy Editor

If you plan to forge a will in 1299 Florence, you might want to consider one
of these easier goals: maintaining a
4.0 GPA, finding a spoon in the DC,
riding a unicycle at Taylathon or entering a room on campus that has a
reasonable temperature.
Falsifying a will in the middle ages
would cost you time, relationships
and maybe even fingers (the punishment for forgery). You must deceive
doctors and lawyers alike, all while
dealing with greedy family members.
In fact, only one other task might be
harder to accomplish: pulling together an opera in a month.
Taylor Lyric Theatre did both.
At the beginning of J-term, actors
started rehearsals for Giacomo Puccini’s opera “Gianni Schicchi” (pronounced SKEE-kee). The story centers
around the cunning merchant Gianni
Schicchi, played by senior Sean Sele.
Schicchi helps the selfish Donati family rewrite a will after the deceased
Buoso Donati, played by sophomore
Chris Netzley, leaves all his savings
to the friars.
During the fall, the cast practiced
the opera’s music three hours each
week. They only began acting together on-stage during J-term. From day
one, the performers faced a number
of challenges.
First, the opera was set in an unusual era. Director Conor Angell had a
number of production staff members
help him evoke the medieval Tuscan
setting. Set designer Ryan Maloney
(’13) hung elaborate, vibrant drapes
to represent Italy’s booming textile
industry during the middle ages. After doing research on medical instruments for the incompetent doctor
Spinneloccio, played by freshman

A&E Events

Rom-Coms for
every type of
Valentine’s Day
What movie should
you watch this
Valentine’s Day?
Kelsea Denney
Contributor

What does your relationship with Valentine’s Day say about which RomCom you should watch this season?
“I love love!”

Photograph by Halie Owens

Senior Sean Sele, juniors Alexis Turner and Erin Davis, sophomore Bradley Jensen
and Freshman Brandt Maina perform after only one month of preparation.

Tiffany Rogers, technical director and
senior Conner Reagan found himself
at Jake’s Antiques in Marion:
“There’s a booth with old butcher’s
tools, so I grabbed a few meat saws,”
Reagan said. “I had a fun time explaining to the people who checked
me out that they were opera props for
a medieval doctor and not for some
other devious purpose.”
The cast also wrestled with scheduling conflicts. Some actors such as
freshman Benj Morris spent part of
J-term in the Bahamas. “The hardest
part was jumping in with the show
mostly completed and seeing an entirely different world onstage than
when I had left,” Morris said.
Reagan said several of the performers and staff attended the Kennedy
Center American College Theatre
Festival during the second week in
January. This put most of the set
building on hold for a week because
no one was around to work.
Finally, the actors had to tackle difficult music.
Puccini wrote a strenuous score,
and some of the cast struggled with

the timing. Emma Helfgott (’16), who
played Buoso’s cousin Zita, grappled
with the tricky rhythms.
“It becomes very overwhelming very
quickly,” Helfgott said. “However, Puccini also wrote it in such an ingenious
way that once you get out of your own
head, everything is very speechlike. It
falls into place in a way that makes a
lot of sense.”
Helfgott stretched herself in more
ways than one. Because the performers implemented the exaggerated
acting style “commedia dell’arte,” an
Italian term meaning “comedy of art,”
Helfgott had to heighten her expressions and movements while maintaining good vocal technique.
Despite the challenges, the Taylor
University Lyric Theatre performed
last weekend, drawing hundreds of
audience members. Angell believes
the performers’ efforts were well
worth the many hours spent:
“I’m proud of the cast for not abandoning a tough project. Every person
is going to be a better performer because of this show.”
echo@taylor.edu

Valentine’s Day Dinner
and Concert

mentioned it would be entertaining to do an Elvis theme, and Rediger ran with the idea.
The officers of chorale are seniors
Meghan Gamble, Howard Lee and Jeff
Grogan. Gamble said she and the other officers meet with Rediger weekly
to plan events and performances for
Chorale and Sounds, including the
upcoming dinner.
The Jungle Cats played during last
year’s dinner, and they are continuing
the tradition, even though all of their
members (except for junior Gardner
Stewart) are new to the jazz band.
Grubb said that working with Chorale, Sounds and Rediger has been a
smooth process.
“Working with Rediger is a really good experience,” Grubb said.
“She’s given us a lot of freedom
to do our thing while running a
really good show. I have a lot of
trust in her. I hope collaborations in the future (will) happen
between us.”
Some of the members felt the
most challenging aspect of this concert was the lack of time to prepare
for it. The groups didn’t rehearse
during J-term because many members were gone, so when the semester started, the performers hit the
ground running.
With sparse rehearsals and the
concert inching closer every day,
these groups are working extra hard
to make sure the concert is the best
it can be.
“The challenge is that we have
less than two weeks to plan the concert, but the joy is that I know the
singers in Chorale and Sounds can

If you find yourself purposefully wearing pink on February
14 and wishing that giving valentine cards at age 18 was still
acceptable, you should definitely be spending your Valentine’s
Day with the gang of “10 Things
I Hate About You.”* Starring two
baby-faced favorites, Heath Ledger and Joseph Gordon-Levitt,
“10 Things” is a ’90s cult classic that will bring you to tears—
ones of laughter and of heartache.
Viewers follow Cameron (Levitt),
who tries to get the contemptuous feminist ( Julia Stiles) at his
new school a date so her younger sister will be allowed to go out
with him. As you can only imagine, chaos ensues. From the bantering repertoire of arguably the
most likeable heroine in cinema
and Ledger’s defining “bad boy”
role comes a chemical romance
of wit and attraction. Mixed with
the occasional cringe-worthy dad
jokes and a sing-along ’90s playlist
to boot, “10 Things I Hate About
You” is the perfect, carefree way
to spend Valentine’s.
Other recommendations: “Life as
We Know It,” “What If,” “How to Lose
a Guy in 10 Days”*

Graphic illustrated by Becca Eis

extrovert who seems to color the
world. The star-studded cast, a
renegade-folk soundtrack and a
quotable narrative makes “Elizabethtown” the perfect Valentine’s
Day pick. The film’s multiple plots
provide a break from Drew and
Claire’s quirky romance to portray
love in it’s many forms. This subtle
love tale will leave you considering the weight of words, the relativism of success and the power in
a windows-down road trip with a
great playlist.
Other Recommendations: “She’s
the Man,” “Definitely, Maybe,”
“17 Again”

“It’s just another day”
With a little more heart and a little less skipping through the roses,
“Elizabethtown”*, starring Orlando Bloom and Kirsten Dunst, follows a man’s journey through
losing love and finding it again.
Bloom’s character, Drew, is relatable and embarrassingly charming and perfectly balances Claire
(Dunst), a live-in-the-moment

“It’s consumerism at its finest”
These picks are for the realists,
the rationalists, those who decide
with their heads instead of Nicholas Sparks-inspired hearts, and at
the top of the pick list— “500 Days
of Summer.” “500 Days” follows the
unchronological and artful tale of
Tom, an aspiring architect stuck
in the greeting card business, as
he becomes infatuated with Summer, your not-so-typical girl next
door. With the infallible duo of Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Zooey Deschanel, you know you can count
on surprise musical numbers and
lovely, adorkable chemistry—and
“500 Days of Summer” does not
disappoint. With a heavy artsy and
hipster influence and a truly great
soundtrack, you’ll find your realist
heart at ease with the true-to-life
romance and easy believability of
two intertwined lives and where
they lead.
Other Recommendations: “Comet,”* “Liberal Arts,”* “Stuck in Love,”
“Begin Again”*
*Available to stream on Netflix

get this quickly and sing it well,” Rediger said. “Every student has the
option of finding something they
can contribute to the evening, so
we all take ownership. It’s kind of a
no-fail event.”
The Jungle Cats also have to be flexible with their repertoire. They have
four practices in total, and their goal
is to prepare seven or eight songs. A
lot of the music for this event is not
jazz, so the performers are hoping to
have enough time to practice these
different pieces.
Tickets are sold out, but students
are welcome to come to a free reproduction of this event on May 4 on
Wheeler stage in the Campus Center. This event will not have a catered dinner, but it will be a chance

for students to eat Chick-fil-A, dance
and enjoy themselves with some of Elvis’s greatest hits.
“I just hope that the audience has
as much fun watching the Chorale
and Sounds perform as we will (have)
performing the music,” Gamble said.
“Expecting perfection in the concert
isn’t possible or realistic because every performance can be made better. .
. . It’s amazing the high level that Chorale can perform (at) even with just a
few rehearsals, but I hope that Chorale can relax and enjoy themselves
during this time.”
The Chorale, Sounds and Jungle
Cats will present “Love Me Tender: A
Tribute to Elvis” on Saturday, February 11 from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

“Love Me Tender: A Tribute to Elvis”
Grace Hooley
Staff Writer

“The King” is back! The Taylor Sounds
and Chorale, featuring The Jungle
Cats jazz band, will bring Elvis’s music back to life again. On Saturday,
they will perform a “Love Me Tender”
tribute concert to Elvis during a catered Valentine’s dinner.
This concert will consist of rockand-roll favorites from “The King.”
The audience can choose to sit and
listen or get up and dance while enjoying a lavish dinner buffet. All proceeds from this event will go toward
the spring break Greece trip. Professor of Music and Director of Choral
Ensembles JoAnn Rediger and Managing and Artistic Director of Theatre
Tracy Manning will be taking 24 students from Chorale, Sounds and Playback to Greece to work with refugees
through music.
“It’s really good to see that the
music we do at Taylor will have
more than just entertainment value but have a value that impacts
the world and Christ’s kingdom,”
junior Caleb Grubb, a member of
the Jungle Cats, said.
The Taylor Sounds hosted their
first Valentine’s Day dinner in 1996
to raise money for a trip to Israel. It has continued with a different theme every year. The last two
years’ themes were the ’60s and
Oscar winners. This year’s theme
came from Rediger’s sister who
attended the event last year. She

Photograph provided by Jess Miller

Chorale members enjoy last year’s Oscar-themed Valentine’s dinner and performance.
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“Please remember: it’s not about whose grief
is worse.”
Silent griefs
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Feminism or
gender equality?

Feminism isn’t
a dirty word
Kaitlyn Duchien
Contributor

Feminism is a dirty word that carries
negative connotations. Feminists are
man-haters. Feminists don’t wear
bras in public. Feminists aren’t grateful for the privileges they already have
as women in society.
At least, that’s what many assume
about feminism.
In reality, feminism is simply the
belief that women and men are
both human beings with equal value
and worth.
Feminism should really be called
“gender equality” because it advocates for both men and women to
have the freedom to be whoever they
want to be. Society places individuals
in boxes based on their gender: girls
are sweet and gentle, whereas boys
are energetic and rambunctious. Girls
cry when they are sad, boys get mad.
While these cultural norms may
seem innocent, they gradually build

walls around individuals, trapping
them into “acceptable” molds and
hindering them from achieving their
fullest potential. Every time a little
girl hears “You’re so pretty” instead
of “You’re so smart,” she internalizes the belief that her physical appearance is more valuable than her
intelligence. When a boy is told to
stop crying when he falls down and
scrapes his knee, he is taught that his
emotions must be concealed to protect his masculinity. Subtle comments
throughout childhood gradually define identity and result in adults who
live in prescribed roles that limit their
personal expression.
When I was in middle school, other kids teased me for getting good
grades. I was often called a nerd or
a teacher’s pet and shamed for my
academic achievements. However,
none of my male classmates were
ever bullied for their successes. They
were congratulated by classmates
and praised by teachers. As a result, I learned to diminish my skills
and downplay my accomplishments
in order to be more liked by others.
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Joseph Mosse
Contributor

Four years ago, I was in Ukraine. It
was a tense time. A revolution threatened to spark a civil war while Russia
stirred ominously across the border.
A heavy sense of uncertainty and fear
settled on everything and everyone
as we sifted through news sources
trying to determine Russia’s mood
on a given day. Only two people did
not seem to notice the unrest: a couple of university students I knew from
Syria. It was almost like our problems
hardly registered to them, compared
to what was going on back home.
I have no idea where those students
are now. I hope they stayed in Ukraine.
The civil war in Syria has spiraled even
further into chaos and anarchy; the
number of refugees streaming out
of the country grows daily. According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, more than 4

million Syrians have fled the country
and face bleak prospects. Most flee to
Turkey, Lebanon or Jordan, countries
not equipped to deal with such a dramatic influx of people. Other refugees
journey further, crossing the Mediterranean to Greece. Their boats sink regularly. Those who make it face a long,
hard trudge into colder climates as
winter sets in.
Thanks to President Trump’s “extreme vetting” executive order and
the controversy surrounding it, the
refugee crisis is once again prominent in America’s public conscience.
Christians cannot be content to argue or protest the merits of an American policy and then do nothing. This
is an opportunity for us to reject apathy and indifference. Does that mean
everyone should go straight to work
in refugee camps? No, but there are
practical ways we can engage this issue on more than a superficial level.
1. Educate yourself aggressively.
Numerous resources exist: the Human Rights Watch and UNHCR websites, news articles and video exposes,
even several books in our library (look

Silent griefs
Close encounters
with the third world
Luke A. Wildman
Opinions Editor

We sat in a circle in my college dorm’s
lobby, chatting after Bible study.
“Did you hear about the explosion
today?” someone asked. “Ten people
killed. Terrorism. Isn’t that horrible?”
Inside, I screamed. Death is always
horrible—indescribably so—but I’d
just returned from a two-month visit
to my home in Nigeria. While there,
I’d interacted with internally displaced people (IDPs): People who’ve
lost everything.
In Nigeria, towns and villages are
regularly destroyed by Boko Haram—a
terrorist group connected to ISIS, except often more deadly and far less likely to receive Western media coverage.
Boko Haram killed 6,644 people during
2014, compared to ISIS’s 6,073, according to “The Independent,” a United
Kingdom-based news agency. Yet terrorism in my part of the world is old
news. Westerners rarely discuss it.

This bias is understandable: after
all, people naturally focus on events
related to them. The deaths of 130 individuals to terrorism bombings in Paris
will have a larger global impact than
the Agatu massacre: a tribal-conflict
slaughter of some 300 Nigerians in the
village of Agatu, Benue State in March
2016. But France is a western country,
so an attack there makes us feel less
safe. Nigeria is in the third world. We
feel detached from its silent griefs.
Boko Haram is a large, very deadly terrorist organization. Regardless
of your familiarity with them, when
I say “terrorist group,” ISIS undoubtedly springs first to mind. I’ve heard
my U.S. friends theorize with morbid
fascination about how ISIS is going to
cross the U.S. border and invade us. Everyone loves to dwell on the dramatic.
I grew up in a city rife with terrorism,
religious violence, riots and secret killings. I was once woken when a bomb
blast in a nearby church rattled my bedroom windows. I’ve seen thick, black
smoke drift up from burning cars on the
streets. So when I heard my friends’ theorize, those were the images I imagined.
Journalism can help us learn
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Feminism is a movement that helps everyone.

happens and stand against it. Speak
on behalf of the little girl who is called
bossy because she likes to take charge
of situations. She may become a future CEO. Refuse to let “boys will be
boys” be an excuse when young men
rate a woman based on her physical
appearance. They may become sexual
offenders because they never learned
this behavior is unacceptable. Do not
fall prey to the bystander effect: the

Practical ways to help refugees
Christians should engage
with the world’s suffering

Co-Editors in Chief

I still do this as an adult. And I see
this pattern of behavior exhibited in
the workplace.
This past summer, I interned at an
insurance company in Fort Wayne
and realized there is much more involved in the gender pay gap than a
simple salary difference. When I asked
my female colleagues why they never pursued a promotion when they
were equally or even more qualified
than their male peers, they consistently responded in two ways. Either
they downplayed their successes and
claimed they really weren’t qualified,
or said they couldn’t take the extra
work commitment because they had
kids or aging parents to care for at
home. My guess is they gradually developed this behavior over years of
being told their worth comes from
being a good wife and mother, that
too much intelligence is unflattering and that a girl who takes initiative or authority is bossy. Thus, while
the gender pay gap may be partially
influenced by sexist employers, the
majority is due to the willing decisions of women themselves who have
been conditioned to take a subordinate role in the workplace and in society as a whole.
So what can we do to reverse this
cycle of role restriction? Start small.
Acknowledge the power of words
and the unspoken meanings behind
them. Recognize when subtle sexism
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for “The Morning They Came For Us:
Dispatches from Syria” by Janine di
Giovanni). Lighthouse students who
were in Greece over J-term are eager
to tell you about their experiences
with refugees. Taylor hosts humanitarian aid workers who can describe
what they’ve seen and done. There is
a Modern Middle East class. We have
every opportunity to gain a deep and
nuanced understanding of the Syrian
civil war, the refugee crisis and all the
complexities surrounding it.
2. Commit to praying seriously for Syria and other places
like it.
Even if you cannot pray for people
by name, you can pray for the cities,
leaders, different factions and groups
involved. Find like-minded people
and pray together. A group meets in
the Prayer Chapel on Wednesdays at
9 p.m. to pray for the Middle East.
Join them.
3. Don’t dismiss the possibility
of actually serving refugees.
Going to serve displaced people
is very feasible for Taylor students.
World Outreach Week is next week,
sensitivity to others’ griefs.
Like all industries, journalism is run
by money. If an article about a U.S.
shopping mall stabbing garners more
clicks than a decimated Nigerian village, that will be on the front pages. If
you want to read about the silent parts
of the world, you’ll have to dig. Go beyond CNN, BBC and Fox. Look up news
sources from other parts of the world.
You cannot possibly inform yourself
about everywhere—and your knowledge will mostly concern events that
directly affect you, which is OK—but
reading about other countries will remind you there’s a world outside the
West. People live and die there, too.
Where the tragedies that rattle dayto-day routines are commonplace.
It reminds us how lucky we are.
Please remember: it’s not about
whose grief is worse. Ethnic violence
in Nigeria results in more death and
destruction than racial riots and police shootings in the United States,
but, you know what? Those deaths
feel personal to you. As they should.
Here’s something you can do: earlier, I
mentioned Internally Displaced People
in Nigeria. Why not support SIM Nigeria, the organization my parents work
with? They help people affected by terrorism, and information about the organization is readily available online.
Being educated about the issues

belief that someone else will do something to fix the problem, so therefore
it is not your responsibility to act. It
takes small actions by many people to
shift the ideology of an entire society.
Let’s create a world where feminism
is no longer a dirty word but simply a
movement that celebrates the equal
dignity and worth of men and women alike.
echo@taylor.edu
and with it comes representatives
from all kinds of missions organizations. I guarantee you will find connections to people who directly serve
Syrian and other refugees. When you
see the labyrinth of mission representatives in the DC or Campus
Center, don’t walk by. Stop. Ask questions. Find out how they are engaging the world and how, potentially,
you could join. It could be life-changing for more people than just you.
As huge and important as the Syrian crisis is, I know I can’t expect
everyone to rush to the problem I
feel most passionate about. But as
a Church, we must reject indifference. Closer to home, our country
is still racked by racial conflict, disparity in education and opportunity,
homelessness, depression, brokenness, depravity and all the other ills
sin brings upon us. Show Christ’s
love where you are. We should all
be marked with a deep empathy for
our world—one that pushes us to
action, understanding, prayer and
engagement.
echo@taylor.edu

foreign peoples face will help you express to them that they aren’t alone.
Trust me: as someone raised in an often-ignored country, sympathy helps.
I appreciate people who genuinely
care for the sorrows of my home.
By reading this, you’ve helped me
feel heard about the problems in my
country. That makes a difference.
Thank you.
echo@taylor.edu
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TROJAN NATION

“There’s a whole lot of people that I can see a lot
great things coming from in the future. I’m excited
to be alongside them as we all grow and continue to
get better.”
Hungry for victory
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Senior Eric Cellier scored a team-high 22 points against Indiana Wesleyan on Tuesday.

Trojans clawed by Wildcats

Taylor’s early lead vanishes late
Justin Chapman
Sports Co-Editor

Odle Arena was packed this past
Tuesday as the men’s basketball team,
who are receiving votes in the national poll, faced off against its conference
rival No. 9 Indiana Wesleyan. Over
1,000 fans were in attendance to witness the 75–69 loss to the Wildcats.
After controlling the first half and
gaining a nine-point lead at halftime, the Trojans squandered it
and did not lead again in the second half. The loss puts them tied
for fourth in the Crossroads League.
They have now lost four consecutive games. The Trojans have a season record of 17–10 overall and 8–7
in the conference.

The Trojans played without three
of their key players: sophomore Evan
Crowe, freshman Mason Degenkolb
and freshman Ryan Robinson all
sat out, serving their first game of a
three game suspension as a result of
misconduct. As a consequence, junior Keaton Hendricks and senior
Eric Cellier each played 38 minutes.
“I think fatigue started to settle
in,” head coach Josh Andrews said.
“That’s what affected the second half;
fatigue caused . . . some errant passes, and we weren’t as strong with the
ball. And I think (Indiana) Wesleyan had 10 turnovers and we had 20.
That’s the difference in the game.”
Andrews said that Cellier stepped
up and played well, especially in the
first half. Cellier made many strong
plays for the team and Andrews
added that, for a period of time, he

thought the team competed nearly
to perfection.
Taylor’s biggest lead during the
game was 12, after Cellier converted a three-pointer to make the score
26–38. Indiana Wesleyan fought to
bring the lead back down to single
digits before halftime. Cellier had 18
points in the first half.
“We fought so hard,” Cellier said.
“We felt like we deserved that game.
We were up for 75 percent of the
game. I’ve never beaten (Indiana
Wesleyan) in my four years here, I
wanted to get that one pretty badly. Maybe we’ll see them again down
the road.”
Indiana Wesleyan is in the midst
of a winning season. They are 21–6
overall and 11–4 in the Crossroads
League. Wins come as easily as
layups for the Wildcats, as they won

the NAIA Division II National Championship last year.
Going into this game the team had
to plan differently and make some
adjustments. Andrews mentioned
that the team had to not push as
much this game, specifically in
transition. Without three important players the team had slow down
the tempo.

I thought our group did a great job
at that. We were right there.”
Taylor has not defeated Indiana
Wesleyan since the 2011–12 season
when Taylor swept them in the regular season. Both wins came at a time
when Indiana Wesleyan was ranked
No. 14 in the country.
Former Taylor head coach Paul
Patterson led the team at the time.
When the Trojans beat Indiana Wesleyan at home that season, it was
Patterson’s 707th win, making him
the winningest coach in Indiana
college basketball history, a record
“It was more about ball movement he still holds today.
and spacing,” Andrews said. “The
The Trojans look to bounce back
phrase we use as a coaching staff as they face Goshen tomorrow.
is being patiently aggressive. We’re Tipoff is set for 3 p.m.
trying to pick and choose our spots.
echo@taylor.edu

“We fought so
hard. We felt
like we deserved
that game.”

Hungry for victory
Records broken and
standards set for Trojans

The women’s 4x800 meter relay
team reserved a spot in the NAIA
Indoor National Championships.
Lincoln Reed
Freshman Naomi Noyes and sophomores Rachel Blagg, Margie Crosby
Staff Writer
and Anna Souzis earned an A stanThe Taylor men’s and women’s track dard time of 9:38.34.
and field teams blazed through the
The women’s team also dominatIndiana Wesleyan Midwest Classic ed the 60-meter hurdles with a 9.06
on Saturday.
NAIA B standard finish by sophomore
Freshman hurdle master Caleb An- Plenseh-Tay Sakeuh.
thony broke Brandon Wilchcombe’s
school record in the 60-meter hurdle event with a time of 8.09. Anthony’s record is just .02 seconds behind
Taylor Killings—the current NAIA indoor national champion.
“Caleb is a hungry young man,”
head coach David Neville said. “He
really has a desire to go out there and
be the best. Even though he ran at a
really fast time and broke the school
record, he still went to win the race.
That’s something I like in him. I like
that fight and that fire. He’s not one
Other standouts include sophoto just settle for running well.”
Senior Matt Hall continued his stel- more Miriam Wood’s victory in the
lar collegiate career with a first place triple jump at 10.74 meters and sophfinish in the 5,000-meter run and omore Michelle Franch’s third place
clinched the NAIA A standard with a finish in the 5,000-meter run with a
time of 15:04.98. Other standouts in- time of 19:20.91.
clude the distance medley team com“Our whole team did really well,”
posed of sophomore Benjamin Byrd, Anthony said. “There’s a whole lot of
sophomore Sam Lacher, senior Tan- people that I can see a lot (of) great
ner Dye and junior Wes Noyes. Their things coming from in the future. I’m
combined efforts earned a victory excited to be alongside them as we all
and qualified for the NAIA B standard grow and continue to get better.”
with a time of 10:25.87. Senior Harry
The Taylor track machine looks to
Dantona also qualified for the NAIA B continue its success at the Trojan Instandard in pole vault with a height vite tomorrow.
of 4.60 meters.
echo@taylor.edu

“Even though he
ran at a really fast
time and broke
the school record,
he still went to
win the race . . . I
like that fight and
that fire. He’s not
one to just settle
for running well.”
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Freshman Naomi Noyes helped the Trojans’ 4x800 meter relay team claim a first-place finish and a NAIA A standard.

Athlete of the Week

Anna Souzis

Anna Souzis

How many wins did former men’s basketball head
coach Paul Patterson have in his career at Taylor?
A. 707
B. 722
C. 729
D. 734

Be the ﬁrst to collect the entire set and submit it to THE ECHO at
the end of the year to win a complete set signed by the athletes!

Check back next week for the answer! Last week’s answer: D. 25
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Card #15

Year

Sophomore

Hometown

Groveport, Ohio

Events

800-meter run and 4x800 meter relay

Favorite quote

“If you wanna run fast,
you gotta run fast.”

Funniest teammate

Lauren Melchers

Favorite pump up song “Bet on it” by High School Musical

